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When Sophokles’s Antigone premiered, probably in the late 440s BC, the audience consisted 

of Athenian citizens and their allies from across the Greek-speaking world. The drama 

competitions took place at a religious festival in Athens coinciding with the start of the sailing 

season in April. Some guests arrived after long voyages from south Italy or the Black Sea. Their 

expectations were high. Sophokles was a popular member of the political class, who had 

already held high office as treasurer in the Athenian democracy. He enjoyed a reputation for 

personal integrity, and for portraying characters struggling to do their best in impossible moral 

situations, expressing themselves in lovely songs and hard-hitting, unadorned rhetoric. 

 

The audience knew from their epic poems that any play about the children of Oidipous, tyrant 

of Thebes, would be likely to involve a civil war. Oidipous’ two sons by his mother/wife Jokasta 

had fought and died over the crown of Thebes in the most famous civil war known to legend. 

But the spectators will have known little more than this about the way the plot would evolve. 

They would have had no suspicion that Antigone was about to become an instant classic, to be 

performed all over the Greek- and Latin-speaking world until the advent of Christianity, nor 

that after its rediscovery in the European Renaissance, it would re-enter the repertoire of live 

theatre to become one of the most influential plays in the history of the planet. 

 

The walled Theban citadel was situated in the hot, flat plains of Boeotia, remote from the sea, 

and just near enough to the Athenians – about 18 hours’ walk – to be a real psychological 

presence even across the Cithaeron mountain range. Many Athenians will themselves have 

travelled across what, in the tragedy, become the carnage-strewn Boeotian plains immediately 

outside the seven gates of Thebes, from which birds of prey bring stinking parts of Polyneikes’s 

cadaver to drop on the city’s altars. The embattled community within the walls of the Thebes of 

Antigone is strikingly closed and inward-looking. According to the democratic ancient Athenian 

mindset shared by the majority of Sophokles’s spectators, a mindset which prized the principles 

of debate, openness to outside influence and political accountability, the despotic Theban 

monarchy of tragedy will have seemed the very opposite of an ideal constitution. Moreover, 

the Thebans had in living memory plotted to betray their fellow Greeks to the Persians. They 

were the most loathed of Athenian enemies. Sophokles’s mythical Thebes fits this historical 

profile, being prone to the secrets, incestuous relationships, dogmatism, grudges and internal 

power struggles that develop within any closed and unaccountable ruling class.  

 

When Kreon abruptly became ruler of Thebes, he did not call a council or citizen assembly, as 

an elected Athenian magistrate would have been legally obliged, but contravened one of the 

most ancient taboos in Greek thought by banning the burial of someone dead. The imperative 

of funeral rites applied to the cadavers of those who had fallen in warfare. The accepted 

‘unwritten laws’ common to all Greeks dictated that soldiers’ corpses be handed over for 

burial. Moreover, the absolute, unconditional duty to bury a family member devolved on the 

senior member of the nuclear family left alive; Antigone, who regards herself as an 

autonomous moral agent, therefore has no choice but to bury Polyneikes. The distortion of 

social values in Thebes even prevents her from performing the specific ritual tasks of washing, 

anointing, dressing, and singing laments over the corpse, which were Greek women’s most 

sacred duty. Antigone is instead forced into intervening in the public sphere when her menfolk 

fail to perform their gender-specific leadership duties, which should include protecting 

dependent women. 

  

In ancient Greece, women’s political, legal and economic rights were few. Every woman was 

supervised by a male representative or ‘guardian’ throughout her life. In the absence of a 



father, brother or husband – the situation in which Antigone and Ismene have just so tragically 

found themselves – the man who became a woman’s legal guardian was none other than her 

maternal uncle. The audience will have been keenly aware that Kreon, as her maternal uncle, 

has suddenly acquired domestic as well as political power over Antigone. Sophokles’s 

(predominantly male) spectators may have felt much more sympathy with Kreon’s exasperation 

at Antigone’s defiance than we do. The bitter, sexualised insults he throws at her are those of a 

man in loco parentis, as well as a father concerned about the temperament of the bride his son 

has chosen and about potential insurgency in the city of which he has suddenly found himself 

commander. 

 

Some spectators will also have responded to the tragedy’s exploration of ethical and political 

theory. Thinkers contemporary with Sophokles, especially the philosopher Protagoras, had 

developed innovative political theories to match the needs of the new Athenian democracy, 

and thought hard about the mechanisms that allow humans to live together, achieve consensus, 

and cooperate. Some of Protagoras’s ideas are expressed in Haimon’s eloquent and level-

headed speech to his father about flexibility and compromise. According to Plato, Protagoras 

argued that the ability to live together in a democratic community required the virtues of self-

control and sense of justice which Kreon is so palpably lacking. His edict was passed 

autocratically, and his domineering attitude towards the views of others renders the outcome of 

his reign, and of the play, inevitable. 

  

What makes Antigone so astonishing, especially when it is remembered that it was written by a 

male in an ancient patriarchy, is that Kreon is tested by the initiative of a younger female 

relative. Antigone is mysterious, arrogant, deliberately inflammatory, inflexible and she is 

shown by the play to have been right in challenging a leader not willing to incorporate the 

most basic human needs in his policy: the right of each individual to be buried and mourned. 

No wonder the Athenians went on to re-elect Sophokles to high office again. 
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